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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month 
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and 
we are the directors. 
 
April Edithare:- Toed Bedsores 
May Edithare:- Paparazzi 
 
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will 
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please 
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date. 
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1. It's for Charidy 

Hold it For Me 
 
So I would like to send all our congratulations to Hold It For Me for completing his goal of running 
2019 Miles by (Jan) 2019 to raise £2019 for the Cogwheel Trust (www.cogwheel.org.uk) and (CALM) the 
Campaign Against Living Miserably (www.thecalmzone.net). 
 
Our roving reporter caught up with Alun and asked him some deep and meaningful questions:- 
 
RR:- How many miles have you actually completed? 
HIFM:- Around 2090 in total. 
RR:- How much money have you raised? 
HIFM:- Over £5400 with gift aid and still rising 
RR:- Why did you take on this challenge particularly? 
HIFM:- Well there was this girl ........ 
RR:- What next? 
HIFM:- Believe it or not I actually enjoyed the whole thing so I continue to run every day and am entering 
more ultra distance events just for the "fun" of it 
 
 
It's not too late to donate to these causes or top up your donations now that Alun has completed his goal. The 
link is below and also on the CH3 home page. 
 
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/alunlucas 

Schoolboys Dream 
 
Schoolboys Dream, our newly appointed Headmistress (no that's not a new Hash Misman position) and Joint 
Master is running the London Marathon this year. She is running this in aid of VSO (Voluntary Service 
Overseas http://www.vsointernational.org/ ). Message from Sal below:- 
 
Dear hashletes,  
 
I am running the London Marathon on 28th April for VSO.  
This is because my time as a VSO in northern Uganda was the most rewarding, exciting and 
challenging two years of my life and I would like other professionals to have the same 
opportunity as me for sharing skills, changing lives.  
I have to raise £1950 so please give generously.  
Here is the link to my fundraising page-  
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/SallyHaiselden 
 
Many thanks 
Sally 

 
 
 
 
Please ask Sal for more details when you see her on Sundays and how you can help 
her raise this fabulous sum for a very worthwhile cause. 
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2. Laugh I Nearly S**t 

 
An Afghan, an Albanian, an Algerian, an American, an Andorran, an Angolan, an Antiguans, an Argentine, an 
Armenian, an Australian, an Austrian, an Azerbaijani, a Bahamian, a Bahraini, a Bangladeshi, a Barbadian, a 
Barbudans, a Batswanan, a Belarusian, a Belgian, a Belizean, a Beninese, a Bhutanese, a Bolivian, a Bosnian, a 
Brazilian, a Brit, a Bruneian, a Bulgarian, a Burkinabe, a Burmese, a Burundian, a Cambodian, a Cameroonian, a 
Canadian, a Cape Verdean, a Central African, a Chadian, a Chilean, a Chinese, a Colombian, a Comoran, a 
Congolese, a Costa Rican, a Croatian, a Cuban, a Cypriot, a Czech, a Dane, a Djibouti, a Dominican, a 
Dutchman, an East Timorese, an Ecuadorean, an Egyptian, an Emirian, an Equatorial Guinean, an Eritrean, an 
Estonian, an Ethiopian, a Fijian, a Filipino, a Finn, a Frenchman, a Gabonese, a Gambian, a Georgian, a German, 
a Ghanaian, a Greek, a Grenadian, a Guatemalan, a Guinea-Bissauan, a Guinean, a Guyanese, a Haitian, a 
Herzegovinian, a Honduran, a Hungarian, an I-Kiribati, an Icelander, an Indian, an Indonesian, an Iranian, an 
Iraqi, an Irishman, an Israeli, an Italian, an Ivorian, a Jamaican, a Japanese, a Jordanian, a Kazakhstani, a Kenyan, 
a Kittian and Nevisian, a Kuwaiti, a Kyrgyz, a Laotian, a Latvian, a Lebanese, a Liberian, a Libyan, a 
Liechtensteiner, a Lithuanian, a Luxembourger, a Macedonian, a Malagasy, a Malawian, a Malaysian, a 
Maldivan, a Malian, a Maltese, a Marshallese, a Mauritanian, a Mauritian, a Mexican, a Micronesian, a 
Moldovan, a Monacan, a Mongolian, a Moroccan, a Mosotho, a Motswana, a Mozambican, a Namibian, a 
Nauruan, a Nepalese, a New Zealander, a Nicaraguan, a Nigerian, a Nigerien, a North Korean, a Northern 
Irishman, a Norwegian, an Omani, a Pakistani, a Palauan, a Palestinian, a Panamanian, a Papua New Guinean, a 
Paraguayan, a Peruvian, a Pole, a Portuguese, a Qatari, a Romanian, a Russian, a Rwandan, a Saint Lucian, a 
Salvadoran, a Samoan, a San Marinese, a Sao Tomean, a Saudi, a Scottish, a Senegalese, a Serbian, a 
Seychellois, a Sierra Leonean, a Singaporean, a Slovakian, a Slovenian, a Solomon Islander, a Somali, a South 
African, a South Korean, a Spaniard, a Sri Lankan, a Sudanese, a Surinamer, a Swazi, a Swede, a Swiss, a Syrian, 
a Tajik, a Tanzanian, a Togolese, a Tongan, a Trinidadian or Tobagonian, a Tunisian, a Turk, a Tuvaluan, a 
Ugandan, a Ukrainian, a Uruguayan, a Uzbekistani, a Venezuelan, a Vietnamese, a Welshman, a Yemenite, a 
Zambian and a Zimbabwean 
all go to a nightclub .................................. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The doorman stops them and says sorry I can’t let you in without a Thai. 
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3. Run No. 2087 30th September 2018:  CH3 40th Anniversary Run 
 
Venue: Red Lion at Brinkley 
 
Hares:  Haven’t Got One, Antar & Goldfinger, Toed Bedsores 
 

The hares did a great job – the trail was short but beautifully constructed as ever 
from these seasoned exponents of the art  -  on a cold and windy day.  Another sign 
of autumn was the tunnel of blackberry bushes we had to crawl through at one 
stage, which is about the only thing I can remember about the run.  And the AGPU – 
very entertaining - I am not going to try and cite here the various management 
appointees as I will probably get some wrong and besides there must be an official 
account somewhere.   
 
And so to the heart of the matter, only it wasn’t really so to make up for the 40th 
Anniversary  bit being squeezed into the end of the circle, I have asked the Bear to 

provide us with a bit of history and a bit of quizzing 
 
On a personal note, I was a witness to the early discussions about the formation of 
the Cambridge H3, from my position behind the bar of the home of our Hash, the 
Fort St George in England. On 30th September 1978, I was still behind the bar as 
my shifts at the Fort were on a Sunday – but I was there to welcome the hashers 
back from the run in triumph – needless to say, the celebrations and drinking 
continued throughout the afternoon and evening.  I can’t remember the 
circumstances for my being set free from Sunday bar duties, but as the records 
remind me, my first appearance as a hasher was on the 12th run on 17th December 
1978 at the Bees in the Wall at Whittlesford. 
 
Posh 
 
TO BE OR NOT TO BE?     
 
In early 2017 I realised that Sunday September 30th 2018 would be 40 years to the day of the very 1st 
CH3 run from The Hoops at Barton.  I had hoped for a totally independent event to celebrate that 
landmark and our history, but that was not to be.   
 
There were 13 on that inaugural run: Howard Taylor (Hare), Rowan Jackson (Hare), Valerie Jackson, 
Len Boothby, Jennifer Boothby, Lew Silverman, Alan Winfield-Chislett, Terry Kavanagh, Liz Gerrard, 
Ann Jeffery, Graham Count, Wendy Polito, and myself. 
 
2018 also marks 80 years since the first ever Hash run organised by Alberto Gispert (or "G" as he was 
known), from the Selayang Quarry, Selangor, Malaya. Those taking part included  Frederick "Horse" 
Thomson, Cecil Lee, Eric Galvin, M.C.Hay, Arthur Westrop, Morris Edgar, John Barrett, Harry Deig, 
Ronald "Torch" Bennett, John Woodrow, and a few others.  According to Cecil Lee, writing in 1958 
 

 “Gispert was the real founder, a man of great wit and charm who was killed on 
Singapore Island in February 1942 whilst serving with the Argyles, having only 
just returned from leave in Australia.  I am glad of this opportunity to salute his 
memory.  He was a splendid fellow and would be happy to know the Harriers are 
still going strong and are as merry and bright as ever – or more so” 

 
It was also Gispert who dubbed the group “The Hash House Harriers”, in mock allusion to the Mess 
many of them inhabited in the annex of The Selangor Club in Kuala Lumpur. It wasn't until 1962 that 
Ian Cumming founded the second Hash chapter in Singapore. 
 
Those of us who met some of those original Hashers in the early days of the Cambridge chapter are 
passionate about keeping the history alive and in honouring our founders.  Are we letting go of our 
history? Are we now just a Sunday bunch of people who meet somewhere around Cambridge, on a 
Sunday, for a beer?  No you cry! 
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For those who missed it or could not hear the Q&A session, because by this time it was blowing a 
gale, here is what happened:    I decided on a quiz-type game with a team of some of our most senior 
members: Antar, The Earl, Klinger, and Gorilla.   The prizes:  a black German hangover remedy if you 
got the question wrong or a delicious local lavender gin if your answer was correct. In turn the 
answers were mostly incorrect and the dreaded black potion was given. Then the unexpected 
happened. They all seemed to favour the punishment potion. They outwitted me, and by getting every 
question wrong (purposely??) the punishment potion was disappearing fast. Only the gin was left or 
was it?  All the while and very surreptitiously the gin had been swigged down the voracious throats of 
"Control Freak" and "Three Swallows". End of game! 
 

Q & A's that day: 
Q1. Every Hash has a "Mother Hash". That is the Hash 
where the person forming a new chapter discovered 
"Hashing". Who is CH3's? 
Answer: Bangkok H3 (Howard Taylor). We are 
Yorkshire H3's mother (Charlie Payne). 
 
Q2. Who was our first Grandmistress? 
Answer: Terri "Tannoy" Hodgson. 
 
Q3.We are the ONLY Hash in the world to ever run 
from a prison (Hares: "Bear, The Chink, The Enamel 
Tamil"). Which prison? 
Answer: Highpoint. 
 

Q4. We organised the 2nd UK Nash Hash, Where and which year? 
Answer: Croxton Park in August 1983 (Tom Cowley, Harpo, Bear). 
 
Q5. Three past/present CH3 Harriers were born in the same house in Brunswick Walk, Cambridge and 
got given the collective name - The Brunswick Babes. Who are they? 
Answer: Victor "Nightjar" Mason (1938), Warren "Bear" Dosanjh (1945), and Griffith "Goatshagger" 
Kinsman (1947). 
 
Q6. What was Sammy Singh's hash name? 
Answer: "The Exorcist". As he would call around your house and get rid of all your spirits! 
 
Lastly............there was mention in the circle of The Bob Morrill Award. The original got broken and it’s 
successor has gone missing. It was awarded each year for " procrastination, apathy, & indolence".  I 
think this is a great idea ....any nominations.........................? 
 
The Bear 
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4. Run No. 2097 9th December 2018:  NCI Club, Cambridge 
 
Hares:  Schoolboys Dream and Jonah Dick 
Scribe: Big Leg 
 

Well didn’t we have a lovely time the time we went to the NCI?? 
Its fair to say that the discovery of the NCI as the venue for the CH3 Xmas party was a spot of a triumph – 
how come we never knew it was there?    
On the day itself the RA had done tremendous work and the as the pack gathered on the hall steps all 
bedecked in various Christamssy attire we looked in for a good run. The hares advised us that its was 
gentle trail of not enormous distance and with copious beer stops.  
The trail required you to eat stilton drink port, climb castles, sing carols, drink whiskey… and so on…….. 
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Back at the Hall we ate too much Curry and bopped till we dropped to the On!On! Band, The Sensationals 
and Perry. Thanks to all our fabulous Entertainers!! 
The RA took many sinners to task – I recall an offence of sex on the hash that there is pictorial evidence of 
and not necessarily much else!  
Wot a jolly Festive day! 
 
 

5. Run No. 2098 16th December 2018:  Reindeer, Saxon Street 
 
Hares:  Blowback and Little Blow 
Scribe: Big Leg 
 

  
 
The Reindeer at Saxon Street was, back in the day, the scene of a legendary Hashtory – the day of ‘no dogs’ 
and Penny the Pig!! On reflection I think this was probably the last time that I personally ran from here… but 
that is a loose description of the day as its quantum was spent assisting Gorilla and others in persuading 
Penny to walk along the road – tempted by Pork Scratchings!!! 
 
So, the ‘First Annual Reindeer Run’ had been very much looked forward to and thanks to the Hare’s excellent 
misorganisation the pub had agreed to open up especially for us. Apparently, we were going to benefit from 
the fact that our host was no longer brewing his own beer…. Something I assume you lot have tales to tell of.  
As the pack gathered we welcomed new runner ‘Just Lynda’ and returnees, Ferret and Just James.  We set 
off towards the outskirts of the village into instant confusion as a turnback protecting the in trail threw the pack 
into disarray. Foremost in all the hashers minds being the collection of chocolate delights from checkpoints 
along the way. We were even promised chocolate reindeers – so the mission was on! 
 
First to find a reindeer was Granny Killer which is probably right and proper but I still maintain that Gorilla 
walked through the first turnback and did well sweeping up the benefits on the last few checkpoints as 
unusually the walkers following a well marshalled trail through manicured studland were the first home and 
those checkpoints were barren!!! 
 
A lovely trail nevertheless – well done the hares!! 
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On arrival back at the pub we enjoyed the eclectic mix of ephemera and Lightning entered into a lengthy 
conversation with his new mate the mannequin. We shared mince pies and the remnants of the nibbles from 
the Xmas party and quaffed good ales. 
The circle was very jolly with everyone sporting their Antlers. It’ll come off was given a down down for 
especially fine twig antlers, Forrest for doing the Herald, and shock horror Little Blow for admitting that those 
fabled Chocolate Reindeer were actually last years out of date versions!!!  
Looking forward to the ‘Second Annual Reindeer Run’   
 

 
 

6. Run No. 2099 23th December 2018:  Bull, Burrough Green 
 
Hares:  Shamcock and U Bend 
Scribe: Big Leg 
 

   
 
Christmas Eve Eve found the pack forming a disorderly circle at the Bull and ready for the off in slightly dodgy 
weather. To be fair the RA had done his best and was mostly successful in keeping us dry……well sort of! 
There was a lot of shiggy out on trail, which was just as well as Double Top was sporting her new wellies – a 
very fetching pink sparkly pair. The pack was very well managed along runners and walkers trails by the hares 
and we wound round the local studland landscape. Of particular note were the two drinkstops – the first a well 
disguised Port and Chocolate dalliance and the second – to the confusion of many slightly bedraggled 
hashers – requiring us to go PAST the pub and onto the green – or was that just the walkers???? Still worth it 
when we got there! 
We were joined by visitor ‘Cockney Wanker’ escorted by our able hares. The circle included down downs 
awarded by the GM for ‘failure to follow a reasonable management instruction’ – being NOT to park on the 
green – going to Klinger and Only Me and we were treated to not one but two exhibitions of Perry’s ability to 
fall elegantly to order. Perhaps we should make this a regular thing?  
 

7. Run No. 2105 3rd February, 2019:  Black Bull, Balsham 
 
Hares:  Wrong 'ole  
Scribe: Horny (corectley splet) 
 
This run could be described as a shit trail. As the hare explained in the opening circle - the trail was laid in 
horse bedding, used horse bedding. The bag of "dust" was a little pungent I am told - I refrained from having a 
sniff myself. To further confound the easily confused pack, Wrong 'ole explained he had used Monday 
markings - several of our pack are still struggling with Sunday markings after many years - so what could 
possibly go wrong. 
The circle was about to close when our illustrious Grand Master brought out the sock of doom and started to 
pull out several names until some poor unfortunate b****d got the job of writing up this shit trail, I'll be Ok I 
thought, I am doing the Herald this month, can't possibly expect me to produce 2 masterpieces in such a short 
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space of time - and so it proved. Another hasher named Horney was pulled out of the sock, "not me Big Leg I 
said, I'm Horny." Anyway despite this flawless case for the defence it was deemed that Ted ( fill in here ) can't 
spell, so I was lumbered. 
And it turned out to be not such a shit trail after all, very icy in part and lots of shiggy, some good ups and 
some good downs, a few teasing false trails to keep us all on our toes. Even a regroup (that foxed 'em). I 
would have welcomed a few more checks to get a breather more often but an excellent r*n. (The fact it was 
laid on a bike in the mud also helped somewhat as we just followed Wrong 'ole's tyre tracks - apart from when 
the shiggy got so bad he had to carry it!). 
We all arrived back at the pub in a timely manner, and what a lovely pub it was too. A few good beers, very 
polite bar crew and they even had Flat White - so Sox was happy, which is always a good thing. Having said 
that I had hardly stepped in the door when Computer gave me that look and I knew what was coming, "but I 
paid last week?" "Well that was last month and now this is this month". Feeling totally persecuted by now I 

coughed up, part of me thinking I was buying 2 coffees and not just the one . 
So on out into the cold for the closing circle. A lot of us huddling in the sunny corner for what little warmth it 
provided. 
There was a returnee - Rigor Mortis I believe?  
And sinners included:- 
The Edithare for not responding to Fraser as she attempted to submit an earlier write-up 
Blow Back for presenting WYDT with a bouncing cheque – what is it with Whittles and money? Unmentionable 
has previously been known to pull out notes that have not been legal tender for decades!!. BB even tried to 
bounce the down down back on WYDT but the pack, as judge, jury and executioner, were having none of it. 
 
We all then thanked Ray (Googly) for the sunshine. 
 
WYDT did pick up a down down – more car trouble. She was driving the old one apparently, maybe because 
the new one kept trying to park itself. The old car clearly resenting being replaced and attacked her on at least 
2 occasions. 
The hare Wrong 'ole for new”ish” shoes - but got away with drinking from them. 
Blowback (again) for abandoning his sunnies when buggering off from the re-group. 
Sox was called out for accusing the RA of unfair treatment for previous offences, as it seemed like a weak 
attempt to get a free beer she was rightly told to return to the circle without a drink (am I in trouble?!!) 
Jetstream for domestic abuse – can't remember exactly but it involved locking Unmentionable out in the snow. 
Fraser and Big Leg – for some story of a lost glove and a bottle of wine. 
 
Then the raffle – where my £1 was seen to be "great value for money" as I won a pair of Warrens old shorts – 
though no way he would ever have fit them. 
 

 
 
The Whittles seem to win everything else – although Chimp did win the Gin but may need Gorillas help to 
open it due to injuries sustained last time she was on the gin (allegedly). 
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CH3 – News – Events 
 

Have an item that should be here? Go to  
http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php 

Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,  
Browse for your item then upload it. 

 
 

Mystery Picnic Trip – 26th May - £TBC 
 Bus pickups en-route to and from Cambridge  
 Mystery Run venue 
 Super Spring Picnic in delightful mystery location 
 Bank Holiday Monday to recover!!! 

If you don’t get on the bus you won't be there!!!  

 
 

Bashing with CRABs 
Why not dust of those bikes, pump up the tyres and apply a bit of lube and join CRABs for a 
bash or summer bike pub crawl. (Don't want the exertion of the bike ride but would like to join 
us for beers at lunch or the on inn then let me know and I'll put you in touch with the hares for 
the venues and timing.) 
We plan to bash (or ride) second Saturday of the month throughout the year. 
Summer pub crawls are the last Friday of the month during BST. 
Next events:- 

 Bash from Elsenham Station, March 9th, Hare - Crabbo 
 Pre-BST / Brexit Pub Crawl, March 29th, tbd (Cambridge), Hare - Horny  
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Runs for March 2019 
 
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk                  
Hare raiser it`ll come off 
Run No. 2109: 03-Mar-2019 
 
Hares Deep Shit 
  
Run No. 2110: 10-Mar-2019 
British Queen, Meldreth, SG8 6LB 
Hares Klinger & Klingon 
  
Run No. 2111: 17-Mar-2019 
Blind Fiddler, Anstey, SG9 0BW 
Hares Shamcock & U Bend 
  
Run No. 2112: 24-Mar-2019 
 
Hares Pedro & Wrong Keys 
  
Run No. 2113: 31-Mar-2019 
 
Hares Big Swinger 
  
Grand Master  -  Big Leg   Grand Mattress  -  Antar 
Joint Master  -  School Boys Dream & Jonah 
Dick 

  Emeritus Grand Master  -  Googly 

Religious Advisor  -  Kermit   Hare Raiser  -  it`ll come off 
Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores   Web Master  -  El Rave 
Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There   Hash Stats  -  Pedro 
Beer Master  -  Benghazi   Song Master  -  Taxidermist 
Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi   Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver 
Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro   Fat Controler  -  Gorilla 
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